Steps to Recovery

A higher power, a sponsor, a counselor, a service, a commitment, a recovery, an experience, an admission, a willing, a share, a halt, a confide, a share, a consequence, a choice.

Guidance, serenity, commitment, service.

Inventory, forgiving, strength, hope, gratitude, addiction, sober.

Recovery, sharing, willingness, share, choices, sober, confide, higher power, sponsorship, counselor, recovery.

Steps to Recovery

Experience, higher power, sponsor, confide, willingness, choices, recovery.

Serenity, sponsoring, confiding, willingness, choices, recovery.

Sobriety, higher power, sponsor, counseling, recovery.

Humility, sharing, willingness, choices, recovery.

Counselor, Recovery, sober, confide, willingness, choices, recovery.